death-a stroke of singularly good fortune-and both get precisely what they asked for. Arcite has his victory and "finest hour"; Palamon and Emily live happily ever after.
What is left of the dark futality that has been found lurking in the Tale? And what of the philosophical problem? With respect to Palamon and Arcite, it is contended, character-differentiation has been deliberately underplayed so that the question of justice in the world must be confronted: when two equally deserving men strive for the same goal, why should one succeed while the other is killed?
"What is this world? What asketh men to have?" the dying Arcite is led to ask, and his question is indeed tragic in suggesting a fatal gap between human expectation and the apparently arbitrary ways of the world. Theseus' final oration ouly underscores this gap in terms of a theoretical reason and a practical unreason. As it images a world order governed by the Prime Mover, it holds out to man no more than the certainty of death. The human spirit has no discernible place in this cosmos, and yet it is subjected to the corruption of matter. If man is no longer the fool of fortune, he is the victim of necessity.
But Theseus here not ouly "fails to see the crux of the human situation'" philosophically; he also appears as the spokesman and representative of a world-view which the entire narrative places in an ambiguous light. To show how this is so, I shall propose a different view of the Knight's Tale, with respect to the kind of poem it is, and its place in the scheme of the Canterbury Tales, both as the beginning of its human comedy and as the imaginative act of the Knight-narrator.
Like many of the other tales, the Knight's Tale reveals a teller selfconsciously engaged in reshaping (and adapting) an "olde storie" for the audience and the occasion. 5 This much is clear. But it does not seem to have been argued hitherto that the Knight's approach is basically comic and ironic. We see him in an unbuttoned, holiday mood. Repeatedly, he places his narrative and his audience in a comic light: interrupting his tale in the manner of the demande d' amour: At first glance, indeed, there seems to be an inconsistency between this playful narrator and the imposing figure of the General Prologue who is yet "as meeke as is a mayde." But we must not be misled by the method of the General Prologue: there it is mainly external "identity" that counts. 7 The pilgrims appear as self-sufficient "concrete universals" while their potentialities-the incompleteness of their natures-remain largely hidden until they enter upon the stage of action.
Accordingly, the Prologue gives us not so 111uch an abstract chivalric ideal as clues for understanding a character conceived in its human complexity. "He loved chivalrie," we are told about the Knight; and this chivalry is intimately linked with the Christian faith, for all the Knight's campaigns involved the cause of religion. It has been plausibly suggested that "in his lordes werre" (47) refers to his warfare in the service ofGod.
If it is scarcely surprising that the Kllight's Tale deals with chivalry, it does seem significant that it deals with a chivalry lacking a Christian basis. Indeed, it is here that the Tale's central irony develops: a chivalric romance is placed within the framework of the classical epic. The characters act by the conventions of courtly love and mediaeval chivalry, but over all preside the antique gods.
From the fusion of these two motifs, classical and mediaeval, there results the Tale's double view of pagan epic sans legendary heroes (if we discount "duc" Theseus) and mythic exploits; and of the chivalric romance shorn of its metaphysically inspired idealism. What the consequences of this central irony are, the following discussion hopes to make clear. At this point we may state by way of anticipation some of the Knight's concerns as they emerge from the Tale. What, first, becomes of chivalry (and chivalric action) without its religious rationale? What of courtly love without the same transcendental dimension? What are these codes of conduct in themselves? Finally, what are the implications-humanly, socially, politically-of a whole-hearted commitment to this world, to things as they are?' It is the specifically pagan elements that become the source of much of the poem's comedy. The Knight has his fun imagining Emily's rites in the temple of Diana, a matter he won't go into, "And yet it were a game to heeren al" (2286) . There is the burlesque scene in which the woodnymphs and other forest deities are unhoused and sent scurrying about when the trees of the grove are cut down for Arcite's pyre (2925 f£) . And a kind of Homeric comedy plays around the epic machinery of the gods, whose role at times borders on farce.
As in the classical epic there is in the Knight's Tale a consistent counterpointing of human and divine, earthly and celestial action. Human agents do and suffer in the consciousness or name of cosmic forces that further or thwart their desires, and the conflict of human passions finds its counterpart in the conflicting wills of the gods. 9 Specifically, there are three deities that mirror the Tale's love-triangle and, beyond that, figure forth its fictive macrocosm. These two functions can be seen fully conjoined in the central symbolic lows of the poem, the building of the lists and temples for the great tournament. The stadium is the artistic microcosm within which is to be performed the central ritual of chivalry, the tournament "for love and for increes of chivalrye" (2184) . Surrounding the lists and defming in a precise way the limits of this little world are the temples of the gods.
The two-hundred-odd lines that describe the temples (and constitute a kind of epic catalogue) serve to extend the audience's awareness of the gods' significance in the poem. Encyclopaedic and monumental both in a rhetorical and substantive sense, this passage recreates the world as its inhabitants experience it. The baleful influence of the gods is much in evidence, confirming the pessimism voiced by most of the characters at some point in the story. The temple of Venus contains a good gloss on the love action. There ''tnaystow se" The shepne brennyng with the blake smoke .... (1997 If) At the same time, the gruesomeness is relieved by considerable comedy, as in the juxtaposition of epic catastrophes and trivial accidents (e.g., ; and in the deliberate anachronisms:
Depeynted was the slaughtre of Julius.
Of gretc Nero, and of Antonius;
Al be that thilke tyme they were unborn, Vet was hir deth depeymed ther-biforn.
In the temple of Diana there is a similarly jocular tone-as when the Knight carefully spells out the difference between Da(ph )ne and Diana (2062-4)-though here again the disastrous and painful aspects of the goddess's domain are stressed.
In the fIrst place, therefore, the gods stand for things as they are, Inoira.
The artists who have adorned the temple walls see no chasm between earthly reality and the divinities that rule over it. Second, the divine presences sum up certain ways of life to which men dedicate themselves. Theseus successfully combines the service of Venus, Mars, and Diana, whereas Palamon, Arcite, and Emily are committed exclusively to one deity embodying their appetite and destiny. "I kepe noght of armes for to yelpe," says Palamon to Venus before the tournament, "Ne I ne axe nat tomorwe to have victorie," But I wolde have fully posscssioun Of Emelye, and dye in thy servysc. Arcite, convinced that Emily is indifferent and must be conquered auyway, asks Mars for victory and promises to "ben thy trewe servant whil Ilyve" (2418). Emily prays in vain. She is a pawn in the chivalric game of love, just as Diana must submit to the wills of her fellow deities.
Between the latter a "theomachia" breaks out, for in granting their votaries' prayers Venus and Mars have created a celestial impossibility. Jupiter, father of the gods, is helpless to settle their strife until grandfather Saturn intervenes, who, because of his age and experience, we are told, is well qualified to solve such conflicts of interest (2443-6). "As sooth is seyd," the Knight observes with sublime irony, In elde is bethe wisdom and usage; Men may the olde atrenne, and noght atrede.
(2447"-9)
For to make peace-"Al be it that it is agayn his kynde" (2451)-Saturn delivers an idiotic speech to Venus that catalogues his "olde experience," a series of natural and historic disasters caused by his malign planetary influence. He concludes by reassuring her: "I am thyn aiel, redy at thy wille; / Weep now namoore, I wol thy lust fulfille" (2477-8)." The tournament on earth over, the celestial comedy resumes. Venus is disconsolate and weeps "for wantynge of hir ",ille, / Til that hir teeres in the lystes fille" (2664-<i). Again Saturn consoles her:
Doghter, hoold thy pees! Mars hath his wille, his knyght hath al his boone,
And, by myn heed, thow shalt been esed soone.
(2668,0)
And his "solution" has the lack of subtlety we have come to expect from the "aiel" of the gods.
The divine-human parallelism in the poem may be represented schematically:
Saturn Jupiter Mars-Venus-Diana Egeus Theseus Arcite-Palamon-Emily It underscores the Tale's comic structure, which doubles the absurdity of the earthly action with that of the celestiaL For the conduct of the two young knights is at bottom as laughable as that of their divine counterparts. Similarly, Egeus' platitudinous garrulity follows in Saturn's rhetorical footsteps. His age and experience are also stressed (2839-41), and they have led to no more than the Saturnian wisdom: Like Jupiter, Theseus is momentarily helpless after Arcite's death, until Egeus' "consolation" brings him relief After a gesture of mourning, Theseus becomes again the human figure in the Tale that most clearly resembles the Jupiter of his own speech, a mover of the destiny of men and nations. He proceeds to order a burial for Arcite as sumptuous as had been the tournament. Finally, after the Greeks have stopped mourning, he convenes his parliament at Athens, on which occasion are discussed certain With his hands firmly on the ropes, he goes on to employ his best oratorical skill:
Whan they were set, and hust was al the place,
And Theseus abiden had a space
Er any word cam fram his wise brest, His eyen sette he ther as was his lest.
And with a sad visage he siked stille, And after that right thus he seyde his wille. Given this setting, should we still expect a statement of deeply considered conclusions? Mr. Underwood has noted that the human level is absent from Theseus' speech,l2 without, however, drawing any conclusions from this for the rest of the speech. What, for instance, becomes of the "cheyne oflove"? Divorced from its relevance to human beings, it assumes the scientific neutrality of gravitational force (note the wording, 2991-3). Even the rhetorical question, What maketh this hut Jupiter, the kyng, That is prince and cause of aBe thyng,
Convertynge al unto his propre welle
From which it is dirryved, sooth to telle? views the first cause purely sub specie naturae" It does not lead to a spiritual vision but merely to the tyrant's plea, "To maken vertue of necessitee"
The fact is that Theseus does not need to relate the principle of a First Cause to the human realm simply because in this realm he is the "prime mover" responsible for almost all its weal and woe. For the successful prince, problems of responsibility, free will, or Fortune's cruelty never really arise. And his watchword is: politics as usual. Hence his philosophical reflections are enlisted rhetorically in the service of his marriage plans for Palamon and Emily. And he has his will with such promptness that the bereaved Palamon does not even have time to change his suit of mourning (3094-6)! Thus, far from being an account of Theseus' attempts to preserve or impose order in the face of Fortune's chaos, the poem shows us a brilliant political opportunist who at the outset mounts to the pinnacle of success-in love and war-by one clean stroke. "He conquered al the regne of Femenye" (866) literally and metaphorically : right after the conquest there ensues his marriage to Hippolyta.
There is an element of "wit" in such skill, and this is characteristic of the poem. Throughout, there are no half-measures, everything-events, situations, actions-being doubled or even tripled. And this massive coincidence (in every sense) is counterbalanced by rhetorical amplification and reduplication. A sense of friction between economy of action and verbal exuberance heightens the impression of a wilful incongruity between literary "form" and "content." The geometric design of the Knight's Tale functions more as a comic "mechanism" than as a means for expressing a concept of order.
At the same time the character of These us is consistently made to appear in a very ambiguous light. For example, when he discovers Palamon and Arcite duelling in the grove, his first reaction is to have them killed-until the ladies of the court intercede (1760-1). But it is clear that his pity is no instinctive matter of the gentle heart. He enjoys feminine supplications (c£ 952-64); and he must reason his pity (in a kind of interior monologue):
.. , although that his ire hie gilt accused, But been a leon , bathe in word and dede.
As wei as to a proud despitous man T hat wol mayntene that he first bigan.
That lord hath litd of discreciollll, That in swich cas kan no divisioun, But weyeth pride and humblesse after oon.
(I765-81, my italics)
The irony here as elsewhere derives from the judicious blend of motives reconciled on the ground of reason-which is as much raison d'etat (the lord's discretion) as a rather comical understanding of women's and love's irrational ways.
Theseus proceeds to settle the lovers' destiny (in effect) by commanding THE KNIGHT: THE FmST MOVER 307 a tournament for Emily's hand (1842 ff). His later decision to make it a bloodless tournament proves a move well calculated to gain the increased enthusiasm of the populace which has been pushing to see him "at a wyndow set, / Arrayed right as he were a god in throne."l< And so, throughout the poem, Theseus fairly dazzles the beholder with his skill. Yet as we move back and forth from inner to outer man, the ironic disparity between the two ever obtrudes itself In his world Theseus is a Jovian prime mover, with many of the characteristics of the Renaissance machiavel, as H. J. Webb's indictment of his conduct in the poem strongly suggests." Ifit is possible to sum up the mainspring of his actiollS, I would call it the will to power, the determination to "have his world as in his tinle."
Outwardly, indeed, it seems as though agents and events in the Knight's Tale are under the governance of supra-human forces. It has often been noted that the gods double as planets whose conjunctions form a web of astrological fate controlling the events of the Tale. But despite appearances, it may be argned that the real causality of events lies in the hnman will or appetite. As we have seen, the gods ultimately function as metaphors of man's will, which (we conclude), instead of being powerless over against Fate, is his fate." Hence derives a major irony of the poem, an irony at once tragic and comic, namely that everyone gets precisely what he desires.
Confmnation of this point comes from the Miller, who tells his tale to "quite the Knyghtes tale," as he drunkenly proclaims." In the triangle of Nicholas, Absolon, and Alisoun, each likewise gets what he desires: Absolon his kiss, Nicholas the enjoyment of Alisoun, and John the carpenter gets at the least the cuckolding he expected. But in the Miller's Tale the conventions of courtly love that play such an important role in the Knight's Tale burst like a bubble as love is reduced to its most basic terms. Rhetoric, for Nicholas, comes after the act, instead of being a prologue or a substitute for it. And physical nearness is all, whereas in the Knight's Tale it counts for nothing." Hence "Absolon may blowe the bukkes horn"I9 while Nicholas has his way.
Of course, Nicholas himself constructs a gigantic trick to achieve his desire. But here again the joke is on the Kllight's Tale with its apparent suggestion that the planet-gods shape the outcome of events. Nicholas, we are told, is an expert in astrology (3208 ff), and he will use astrology to bring about the desired end. The carpenter, with the practical man's sense of superiority to "clerks," ridicules "astromye" (3451; 3457 if) but becomes himself the simple-witted dupe of Nicholas' fantastic astrological joke. He falls-in every sense-because of his belief in the stars," but by their means hende Nicholas achieves his will.
In this sense, the Miller's Tale is certainly a parody of the Knight's. It bluntly manifests desire or will as the source of action, which in the other tale seems to be concealed under the drift of events or happenstance.
Just as the lovers of the Knight's Tale "suffer" their love, so they seem to be the passive agents of a superior destiny. Actually, however, the Tale constantly reveals that the Knight, though no reductionist like the Miller, has a perspective very similar to the Miller's.
The terminology of will and appetite in the K'light's Tale supports this idea. In Palamon's lament to the gods the will is linked with animal impnlse in a way that foreshadows the Miller's use of animal imagery:
What is mankynde moore unto you holde
Than is the sheep that rouketh in the folde?
For slayn is man right as another beese, And dwelleth eek in prison and arreest .... (1307-10) What governance is in this prescience, That giltelees tormcnteth innocence? And yet encresseth this al my penaunce, That man is bounden to his observaunce.
For Goddes sake, to letten of his wille, Ther as a beest may al his lust fulfille.
(IJ1J-18)
The tragic element here is reduced by the terms of the lament and by the divorce between will and reason" that it implies. Life, seen as a process of restless and blind willing, is felt to be dominated by an irrational fate. The pathos as well as the absurdity of Palamon and Arcite lies in their acceptance of the view that man is ruled by his animal will but at the same time bound to act by certain conventions. Even love in the Tale is a blind appetite, though its formal expression is in the style of courtly love." The result is an essentially loveless lovestory. In the name of that love, the sworn blood-brotherhood of pal am on and Arcite is soon destroyed,23 and the theme of broken friendship and a disruptive Cupid runs through the poem. Shortly after the quarrel between the former friends, the andience is reminded of another kind of friendship more ideal and durable, the love between Theseus and Perotheus:
So we! they lovede, as olde bookes sayn, That whan that oon was deed, soothly to celIe, His felawe wente and soughtc hym doun in helle,-But ofthae storie list me nat to write.
(Il96-I2OI) 24 This love is also a direct commentary on the following action. While Palamon remains in the hell of his prison tower, Arcite wanders about preoccupied with his own lot. In a later scene Palamon accuses Arcite of treachery for loving his lady, be japing Theseus, and changing his name! He declares his mortal enmity (1580-95), and, despite the violence of feeling, they arrange a duel for the next day. At the agreed time they fight like wild beasts, though they are careful to do it according to the book (of chivalry): "Everich of hem heelp for to armen oother / As freendly as he were his owene brother" (1651-2). When Theseus arrives on the scene, Palamon (again) makes an immediate confession and asks for death. Moreover, he does not hesitate to reveal Arcite's identity and goes on to request that Arcite be executed first. There is a certain grim comedy in Palamon's wavering as to who should be killed first.
As has often been asserted, the reader's sympathies remain, at length, evenly divided between the two men. Both are seen to behave equally absurdly, badly, and nobly. The truth is that we are not permitted to care greatly about either, and this allows us to appreciate the comic element in the poetic justice meted out to Arcite. For even the" accident" that leads to his death was no divine or demonic "miracle" (2675), but rather his own fault. He wasn't looking where he was going:
This fiees Arcite hath of his helm ydon.
And on a courser, for to shewe his face, He priketh endelong the large place Lokynge upward upon this Emclye; And she agayn hym caste a freendlich ye (For wommcn, as to speken in comune, Thei folwen alle ,he favour of Fortune) And was al his chiere, as in his herte.
(2676-83)
With the co-operation of Emily and the jubilant applause of an equally fickle plebs" ringing in his ears, Arcite's excitement sets the scene for a mishap that scarcely needs the diabolus ex l1lachina of "a furie infernal" (2684). Despite the undeniable pathos of Arcite's death-bed lament." the Knight, who dislikes tragedy," consistently presents his story in such a way as to make genuine tragedy impossible. Similarly, Emily's character is hardly the kind to inspire a noble passion. She is lovely, no doubt, but not much more than that." This is not altogether her fault, since she is after all merely the prize for which men fight. But, as the tournament scene shows, she plays the part expected of her, and her passivity fits well with the passive role that the society assigns her. But the difference in outlook here between the Knight and Theseus defines the distance between the teller and his tale. By paralleling love and lordship in this fashion, the Knight hints at the major themes of his unfolding Tale. This love is the disrupter of"felaweshipe" and also the will to sexual "Iordshipe" analogous to the will to power or political lordship.
Finally, there is a punning comment on this kind oflove in the Knight's exclamation. "Out of aile charitee" is first of all a colloquial tag; as such it is applied to the Wife of Bath in the General Prologue, also in a mildly punning form" In addition, "charitee" denotes the religious caritas that iu the Prologue is explicitly exemplified by the Plowman (A 531 -5), and in a general way forms the backdrop (so to speak) against which are played the endless metamorphoses of human love that we fmd in the Canterbury pilgrims.
In the General Prologue, that is, each pilgrim is ruled by a specific eros that defines the centre of his being. These loves vary from the most intense self-love to the most ideal and selfless, but they all (it seems to be suggested) participate, however obscurely, in the transcendent-immanent love of the Creator for his creation. At the least, each love is capable of conversion towards that which is at once the motive power and goal of the human pilgrimage. Hence the latter is not to eradicate the "love of the creature," but to purifY it by showing its dependence upon the divine.
Put in another way. the comedy of the Canterbury Tales sccs no real discontinuity between matter and spirit. The wind that "inspires" the "yonge croppes" also inspires folk to make their pilgrimages. It stirs to life the hidden seeds of perfection everywhere, so that the human desire for regeneration is an extension, as it were, of the miracle of spring, ascending by imperceptible degrees from vegetable to rational nature. from matter to spirit. 30 By a happy etymological providence. "spirit" proceeds from "breath."
Man. though he has the freedom to pervert the natural intention (Boethius) of creation. still finds himself caught in its elan vital. Hence we discover in the pilgrims a group representative of the spectrum of human nature; saint-like and depraved. they combine to form a society moving towards a goal which. whether they are aware of it or not. represents the ultimate fnlfument of their earthly destiny. This movement towards transcendence is not always apparent in the poem. Certain pilgrims with their fnll-blown individuality practically burst the bounds of their fictivesymbolic framework. Nor is it difficult to see in the General Prologue lineaments of a larger social order in crisis (as evidenced. for instance. by a thoroughly corrupt clergy)." indices of that waning of the middle ages historians have taught us to look for.
Over against the symptoms of disorder. however. there emerges from the Canterbury Tales the idea of what I would call a "comic society." whose order is not so much conceptual as it is pragmatic. bcing rooted (as it were) in the nature of things. " In such a society the control or order arises from below, we might say. because nature is a function of (the comic) spirit. Men have the freedom to follow their natural inclinations. because by doing so they imitate the inner drive in all things towards their full being or perfection. But in so far as they deviate drastically from the norms of a publicly defmed good. they are exposed to the censorship of laughter.
The society that meets at the inn in Southwark is not so much a perfect counterpart as a prototype of the larger society from which it derives. The pilgrims re-enact the fundamental rite on which all community life is based: thc being together of people in "sociability."" The perfect setting for such sociability is the tavern, which, with the fellowship engendered there by drinking together (symposion). has sometimes been thought to be the true place of origin of human socicty.34 Sociability. moreover. manifests itself in the sense of freedom and play which is so prominent in the Canterbury Tales that we might almost speak of the poem as viewing not only society but the world itself sub specie ludi (to adopt a phrase of Huizinga's).
The world of the Canterbury Tales, then, is in a constant process of becoming. The portrait "stills" of the General Prologue are a momentary illusion: their subjects are poised to leap out of their frames into a fuller existence, and the road to Canterbury is the stage on which the dramatis personae act out their natures. The tales themselves are part of the progressive unfolding of the pilgrims' selves, and thus a way to new insights and a means of communication strengthening the bonds of community implicit in the pilgrimage. Finally, the self-knowledge gained is a stage in the journey of self-transcendence, a step towards the perfection of the individual. "
It is part of Chaucer's brilliant subtlety that the reader remains legitimately in doubt as to the Knight's full understanding of this basic motion toward a higher fulfIlment. But it appears that as narrator the Knight becomes increasingly aware of the kind of world his story presents, so that the ambiguity of "Cupid, out of aIle charitee!" serves as a reminder or invitation to judge this world by a standard that lies outside it and within the world of the pilgrims at whose head the Knight appears.
In a variety of ways, the Knight is able to suggest an alternative manner oflooking at man and society, not least by the comedy of his Tale. It is he rather than Theseus who resolves the problem of a seemingly unjust world by reminding his audience that Fortuna with her outrageous coincidences is both comic and subject to
The destinee, ministre general.
That executeth in the world over al
The purveiaunce that God hath seyn bifam, So strong it is that, though the world had sworn The contrarie of a thyng by ye or nay. Yet somtyme it shal fallen on a cia y That £aUeth nat eft withinne a thousand year. For cencinly, oure appetites heer, . .. Al is this reuled by the sighte above. And signifIcantly, the Knight ends, not here, but with the wedding of Emily and Palamon, as well as a fInal ambiguity: "And God, that al this wyde world hath wroght, / Send hym his love that hath it deere aboght. " " Palamon and Emily live happily ever after, and as the Knight steps out of their world into his wider world his optimism asserts itself triumphantly to encompass "al this faire compaignye." But it does so only after he has, through his Tale, confronted some of life's baflling complexities. For the price of this comic outlook is a steady vigilance; in short, it requires the qualities that the Prologue tells us the Knight possesses: "And though that he were worthy, he was wys" (68).
This wisdom involves a prudent circumspectness, keeping one's eyes open and being prepared for eventualities. For life always has more in store for man than he bargained for, so that it is likely to make him look foolish if not worse. And from this point of view the " heathens" and their gods in the Tale are after all metaphors for the human condition at large, in so far as we all share in that more than partial blindness of a Palamon and Arcite, and hence in their possibilities for appearing tragic, absurd, wicked, and innocent. That, it would seem, is one crux of the human situation.
The other crux is perhaps that of action and commitment, in short, of being "worthy" as well as "wys." And here the missing transcendental link of the Knight's Tale is of crucial importance. This link is man himself in the cosmic "cheyne oflove." For it is only by placing his actions and aspirations within that context, that man raises them above the level of mere Will and Self.
Is there an element of paideia in all this? We have noted that the Tale presents an image of different generations, and we can now add to our earlier scheme: Saturn Egeus Knight Jupiter Theseus Squire Mars, etc. Arcite, etc. Included in the Knight's audience is his son, the very type of a courtly lover. In the General Prologue, moreover, their portraits suggest two stages of the chivalric life, the father furnishing the model for the "bachelour" who "carfbiforn his £ader at the table" (roo).
The Tale, then, deals precisely with those themes that most nearly concern the Knight. Yet it appears that the latter casts an ironic eye at the relationship between the generations. Man in the Tale does not learn much by age and experience. What wisdom can the older transmit to the younger generation? The Knight's Tale is a testimony to the insufficiency of human wisdom at the same time that it transcends it. 1 I Here and in the following two quotations I have italicized the terms reRecting the gods' wiUpsychology. 12 Underwood, 465-6. 13 Compare Nature's speech at the end of the Mutability Cantos. 14 Lines 2538""9; see also 2561-4. Even wartime tournaments between knights of opposing armies, Webb points out ("A Reinterpretation of Chaucer's Theseus," 295), were seldom allowed to result in death. He concludes that there was nothing unusual in Theseus' decision, "unless it were a strange mildness in an otherwise rather harsh character," and also suggests that it was prompted by desire to curry favour with the crowd. 15 Webb's main contention is that the Talc shows us a Theseus who even at his most chivalrous displayed the ignoble traits that in later life led to his damnation (289). He cites fOllr acts of Theseus in support of his contention. such as the injustice he commits in freeing Arcite and keeping Palamon imprisoned, commenting that "from the standpoint of medieval ethics (particularly as applied to rulers) he was something less than 'noble' " in doing so {2.94}. For mediaeval concern with the noble ruler. see L. K. Born. "The Perfect Prince: A Study in Thirteenth-and Fourteenth-Century Id~ls." Specuilltn, III (19211). 470-504. 16 Except that the consequences of his willing may altogether surpass his expectations. The fact that man's will is often thwarted by others-as is Arate's and Palamon's in the tower-is no serious objection here. In their laments (1223 ff; 12.81 If.) it never occurs to Pabmoll or Arcite to question Theseus' responsibility for their hapless circumstances.
